New Year’s Resolutions
I,

(1)

___________________ , make the following resolutions for 201_:

1) I want to be healthy, so I will change my lifestyle.
2) For breakfast every day I will eat (2) ________ bowls of

_______________ and I will drink (4)________ cups of
(5)____________ .
3) At dinner I plan to avoid (6) _____________ foods as much as
possible.
4) I am also going to exercise more. I will (7) _______________
every afternoon after school, and every weekend I am going to
(8)_______________ at a (9)_______________ with
(10)_________________ .
5) I plan to be a better student this year, so I will go to the
(11)_________________ with (12) _______________ to study
(13)______________ every (14) _______________ afternoon.
6) I will do homework for (15) ________ minutes every night, and
listen to English (16) ______________ on the radio.
7) I want to save a lot of money, so I will get a part-time job cooking
(17) _______________ at (18) _________________.
8) I want to be a kinder person, so I will tell (19)_________________
that she is a (20) ______________ (21) ________________ .
9) I want to be more fashionable, so I will go shopping for some
(22) _____________ clothes and only wear (23) _____________
shirts on weekends.
10)Finally, I want to thank my teacher for his help in class, so I will
send him a thank-you (24) _____________.
(3)

I am going to try hard to do all of these things in 201__, and I will be
very happy!

Write words in the spaces below:

1) Your name: ___________________
2) A number: ___________________
3) A noun: ___________________
4) A number: ___________________
5) A noun: ___________________
6) An adjective: ___________________
7) A verb: ___________________
8) A verb: ___________________
9) A business or shop: ___________________
10) A person in this class: ___________________
11) A business or shop: ___________________
12) A person in this class: ___________________
13) A noun: ___________________
14) A day of the week: ___________________
15) A number: ___________________
16) A plural noun: ___________________
17) A plural noun: ___________________
18) A fast food shop: ___________________
19) A classmate: ___________________
20) An adjective: ___________________
21) A noun: ___________________
22) An adjective: ___________________
23) An adjective: ___________________
24) A noun: ___________________

New Year’s Resolutions
I, _________________, make the following resolutions for 201__:

I want to be healthy, so I will change my lifestyle.
For breakfast every day I will eat two bowls of cereal and I will
drink two cups of orange juice.
At dinner I plan to avoid fatty foods as much as possible.
I am also going to exercise more. I will jog every afternoon after
school, and every weekend I am going exercise at a gym with
my friend.
I plan to be a better student this year, so I will go to the library
with my friend to study math every Tuesday afternoon.
I will do homework for 60 minutes every night, and listen to
English programs on the radio.
Another thing I want to do is save a lot of money, so I will get a
part-time job cooking hamburgers at Mosburger.
I want to be a kinder person this year, so I will tell my friend
that she is a good role-model.
I want to be more fashionable, so I will go shopping for some
cool clothes and only wear designer shirts on weekends.
Finally, I want to thank my teacher for his help in class, so I will
send him a thank-you e-mail.
I am going to try hard to do all of these things in 201__, and I will be
very happy!

